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Abstract
Fifty years of research in Networks coincides with 50 years of advances in resilience
theory and applications. The purpose of this review is to identify how these two tech-
nical communities influenced each other in the past and can bolster each other in
the future. Advances in resilience theory show that there are at least four ways net-
works demonstrate resilience: robustness, rebound, extensibility, and adaptability.
Research published in Networks and by the broader network optimization community
has focused primarily on technical methods for robustness and rebound. We review
this literature to organize seminal problems and papers on the ability of networks to
manage increasing stressors and return to normal activities after a stressful event.
In contrast, the Networks community has made less progress addressing issues for
network extensibility and adaptability. Extensibility refers to the ability to stretch cur-
rent operations to surprising situations and adaptability refers to the ability to sustain
operations into the future. We discuss ways to harness existing network optimization
methods to study these forms of resilience and outline their limitations. We conclude
by providing a research agenda that ensures the Networks community remains cen-
tral to future advances in resilience while being pragmatic about the limitations of
network optimization for achieving this task.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last 50 years, the concept of resilience has become popular for characterizing behavior in the presence of stress. The
current popularity of the term is often traced back to the work of Holling [108], where resilience is presented as a dynamic
property of complex systems to, “measure [the] persistence of systems and of their ability to absorb change and disturbance
and still maintain the same relationships between populations or state variables.” The term has since been applied to behavior
at the level of a system, organization, or individual, and has become increasingly used across a variety of disciplines, including
material science, ecology, psychology, emergency management, engineering, and national security (see Park et al. [168] and
Seager et al. [192] for a review of the rise in popularity of this term).
There is no single agreed-upon definition of resilience. However, many notions of resilience align with Holling’s early
definition and refer to the ability of the system to respond or adapt when challenged by stressful events. For example, the National
Research Council [152] defines resilience as “The ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, or more successfully
adapt to actual or potential adverse events”—a definition that largely follows the five phases of emergency management as
defined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency [81]. Similarly, resilience of engineered infrastructure is often defined
as the capability of the social and physical systems to respond to threats via a combination of robustness, redundancy, resource-
fulness, and rapidity abilities [44] or via absorptive, restorative, and adaptive capacities [87]. Social–ecological definitions of
resilience also emphasize the adaptive capacity of complex systems, but further emphasize transformability, learning, and inno-
vation as key aspects of resilience [11, 83]. These and other resilience definitions differ between application domains, where
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organizational, social, economic, and engineering domains define and study resilience differently [112]. Despite the lack of
consensus on what resilience is or how to define it, there is common agreement on what it is not; the opposite of resilience is
commonly termed vulnerability, fragility, or brittleness [221].
In this article, we focus on network resilience and the role of optimization models for studying it. Irrespective of definition
or application domain, resilience research tends to focus on network representations of systems for demonstrating theory and
developing resilience analysis methods. For example, measuring system performance can involve solving a network optimiza-
tion problem given the current state of the system. Thus, the research published in Networks and the community of experts
involved in network modeling and analysis offer important contributions for advancing the science of resilience. We focus on the
development and application of optimization models—along with corresponding algorithms for solving them—for assessing
and improving network resilience.
We hope to provide the audience of Networks with an appreciation that a particular optimization model can improve an aspect
of network resilience and that selecting an appropriate model is important when one wants to “improve network resilience.”
The scope of this review is on the resilience of physical or cyber-physical systems and how networks can be used to study it.
However, research published in Networks and by the resilience community extends beyond cyber-physical systems, meaning
conclusions drawn from this work may inform broad applications and systems. Furthermore, our scope tends to focus on the
underlying models and not, in detail, discussing the solution methods developed to solve the models. We review related literature
published in Networks and of interest to the readership of Networks and discuss how it contributes to the resilience literature. We
hope to broaden the ways in which this community views network resilience and provide an understanding of how optimization
models fit into broader discussions of resilience. Finally, we outline some of the most promising and important directions for
continued research and contribution, especially in areas of resilience that have been under-studied by the Networks community.
2 MAPPING OPTIMIZATION MODELS TO FOUR CONCEPTS OF
RESILIENCE
We use the following standard notation throughout. Let G = (N, A) denote a network, where N is the set of nodes (with n = ∣N∣)
and A is the set of directed arcs (with m = ∣A∣). We denote f (G) = f (N, A) as the performance function of network G. In general,
we assume the performance of the network is determined from the solution of an optimization problem that achieves the best
objective subject to constraints on network operations. For example, f (G) could capture the maximum flow between a source
node s and sink node t subject to flow balance constraints and arc capacities. Furthermore, note that we may seek to design the
network G in a way to achieve a certain level of performance.
As a start to mapping optimization models to network resilience, we review a common context for how resilience has been
defined: (i) there is some set of potential events that stress the system (we purposefully use the term stress since an event does
not need to disrupt the system), so there are clear pre-event and post-event time frames, (ii) there is some way to measure the
performance of the system before, during, and/or after the event, and (iii) there is some method to measure the impact of the set
of events (e.g., average impact, worst-case impact, conditional value-at-risk [CVaR] impact). Optimization models can inform
network resilience by measuring how f (G) changes due to stress impacting the network structure and its operations. They can also
identify operations and design recommendations to overcome vulnerabilities, fragilities, or brittleness. Optimization models of
this form often address a single aspect of resilience (e.g., robustness) and, therefore, can be viewed as a “tool” for a very specific
resilience purpose. There can also be “multi-headed tools” (e.g., multi-objective models) that allow for an understanding of the
tradeoffs between multiple aspects of network resilience. This approach may be helpful when recommendations to improve one
aspect of network resilience (e.g., robustness) may conflict with efforts to improve another (e.g., adaptability).
However, because there is no agreed-upon view of resilience, there is no comprehensive way to define a complete tradeoff
space. Some aspects of resilience may not be possible to study alongside others due to inherent conflict when defining model
primitives, objectives, or constraints. An important role that the Networks community can play in resilience research is to expand
the set of optimization models available for analyzing aspects of network resilience that emerge from the literature. Moreover,
of particular importance are the perspectives that come from practitioners and/or applications that inform when a particular
view of resilience might be most relevant.
This concept of using the appropriate model for improving an aspect of resilience is especially important when the outputs
of optimization models are used to recommend network operations. A basic assumption for improving network resilience is
that there are decisions that can be made before, during, and/or after a stressful event resulting in a desired system structure or
function.
Woods [220] has identified four distinct concepts for resilience that are relevant for networks:
• Robustness: managing increasing stressors, complexity, and challenges with limited-to-no impact on normal activities;
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• Rebound: returning to normal activities after a stressful event;
• Extensibility: extending system performance or capabilities to respond to surprise events that challenge current activities;
and
• Adaptability: managing tradeoffs to build adaptive capacity to continuously evolving contexts.
The fundamental goals and outcomes for networks differ for each resilience concept. Resilience as robustness emphasizes
the need for networks to continue to function as intended in lieu of stress. Resilience as rebound emphasizes the need for stressed
networks to recover lost function. Resilience as extensibility emphasizes the need for networks to change intended functions to
respond to stress. Resilience as adaptability emphasizes the need for networks to balance robustness, rebound, and extensibility
capabilities as systems and their environments change. Together, these four concepts, while limited, provide a framework for
the way the Networks community has influenced resilience research and can approach it in the future.
In examining the literature produced by the Networks community, it is clear that it has made valuable contributions to the
robustness and rebound concepts. Therefore, we will take a retrospective look at literature in these areas including: fault tolerant
and/or survivable network design, two-stage stochastic network optimization problems, interdiction problems, N − k problems,
defender-attacker-defender problems, robust network flows and design, problems focusing on reinstalling connectivity into
disrupted networks, and network recovery problems. This retrospective look discusses how these problems address resilience
within them and/or how they can be used to analyze resilience. In contrast, the Networks community has made fewer contri-
butions that progress extensibility and adaptability. We will take a more prospective look at the types of network optimization
problems that may advance these concepts.
In the following sections, we review optimization models that inform network resilience. We organize model formulations,
analyses, and uses by the aspects of resilience they are meant to improve: robustness, rebound, extensibility, and adaptability. We
identify areas of research that the Networks community has historically contributed to, and we reveal new avenues of research
that require more attention. Where appropriate, we point the reader to existing reviews of network resilience, discuss advances
in these areas, and provide a number of critical open areas for future research. We conclude with open issues and questions
meant to provoke future advances on network resilience in the Networks community.
3 OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND NETWORK ROBUSTNESS
In this section, we focus on network optimization models to analyze resilience as robustness. Resilience as robustness is under-
stood as the ability of the system to continue to function as intended in lieu of stress. In the networks context, stress is often
studied as perturbations in the properties of the network or its operational context. Common examples of network perturba-
tions include removing network components or changing the supply/demand levels and capacities of network components. Less
common examples of network perturbations that can also be used to study resilience as robustness include changing network
objectives without changing decision variables (e.g., minimizing dropped demand vs minimizing operator costs). In all cases,
the goal of robustness is to maximize or maintain minimum intended function before, during, and after network perturbations.
In analyzing resilience as robustness, we need to define the set of all potential perturbations to the network, which we denote
as  . We view a perturbation p ∈  as a change in the input parameters associated with network G = (N, A), where these
changes could impact the supply/demand of the nodes, capacities/costs of the arcs, or the physical structure of the network. For
example, if uij for (i, j)∈A characterize initial arc capacities, a perturbation p could be a vector 𝜀∈Rm where the arc capacities
are now uij + 𝜖ij. A perturbation p may change the network structure by removing a subset of nodes and arcs from it, that is,
p = (N ′ , A′) where, typically, N ′ ⊆N and A′ ⊆A. Note that, without loss of generality, we can focus solely on the removal of
arcs in the network in a perturbation since a node can be modeled as two nodes and an arc between them. Example perturba-
tion sets include: (i)  = {(N,A′) ∶ A′ ⊆ A}, that is, it contains all possible scenarios that remove a subset of the arcs, (ii)
 = {(N,A′) ∶ A′ ⊆ A such that
∑
(i,j)∈A′bij ≤ B}, that is, there is a cost of removing an arc (i, j) from the network and we are
concerned with all perturbations that satisfy a budget constraint on arc removals, or (iii) for network (N, A) with initial parameters
(c, u, b), where cij represents the flow costs of the arcs, uij represents the arc capacities, b(i) represents the supply/demand of the
nodes,  =
{






where each range contains 0, that is, we consider all possible perturbations of network parameters within the defined ranges.
Once the perturbation set is defined, determining how we measure the impact of the perturbation on the network, the types of
decisions that can be made surrounding these stressful events, and the objectives or requirements for these decisions, will lead to
different classes of network optimization problems. The impact may be measured as the expected impact over all perturbations
(based on their likelihood of occurrence) or the worst-case impact over them. We may or may not be able to make decisions
in order to prepare the network for the perturbation and thus mitigate its impact on the network. In general, the status of the
network after the perturbation could be based on both our preparation decisions and the perturbation. In other words, we can
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change the impact of a perturbation by these preparation decisions, for example, ensuring that arc (i, j) remains operational no
matter the perturbation. It may be relevant to improve robustness with these preparation decisions (typically under a budget)
or to understand the level of investment needed to guarantee certain criteria are met across the set of perturbations (e.g., with
probability 1− p, performance will remain above a threshold).
3.1 Resilience as robustness in optimization models
We proceed by outlining network optimization literature that incorporates aspects of resilience as robustness. Here, we outline
how resilience as robustness can be analyzed through the use of existing network optimization models.
3.1.1 Survivable network design and fault tolerance problems
Survivable network design and fault tolerance problems focus on designing networks so that a minimum number of (typically
node or arc disjoint) “structures” exist (call this number ) within the network. These problems ensure that the network is robust
for this structure against perturbations that remove up to k− 1 network components. In this case, if the perturbation set is focused
on removing nodes, we have N = {(N′,A′) ∶ N′ ⊆ N, A′ ⊆ A, (i, j) ∈ A′ implies i ∈ N′ or j ∈ N′, and ∣N′∣≤ k − 1} where
p ∈ N provides a set of nodes and arcs to remove from the network in the perturbation. If the perturbation set focused on
removing arcs, we have A = {(N,A′) ∶ A′ ⊆ A such that ∣ A′ ∣≤ k − 1}. Kerivin and Mahjoub [126] review the literature
on survivable network design problems where an s− t path is considered the “structure.” The node (arc) survivable network
design problem is then defined to build a least cost network that has at least k node (arc) disjoint paths between s and t. This
ensures that there remains an s− t path for any perturbation that removes up to k− 1 nodes, that is, in any p∈PN (or up to k− 1
arcs, i.e., in p ∈ A), thus ensuring that an s− t path robustly operates across a large number of perturbations.
We now consider a number of papers that have built upon the survivable network design problems reviewed by Kerivin and
Mahjoub [126]. Bendali et al. [31] provide a branch-and-cut algorithm for the k-arc survivable network design problem (note
that they call this problem the k-edge connected network design problem). Chimani et al. [56] provide integer programming
formulations based on graph theory for k = 0,1,2-node survivable problems. Fortz et al. [84] examine a branch-and-cut method
for 2-arc survivable problems that requires no arcs are included in a cycle of more than a certain length. Huygens et al. [115]
study a branch-and-cut method for the extension of the 2-arc survivable network design that bounds the length of the paths to
L (or “hops” taken by the path). Diarrassouba et al. [64] consider integer programming formulations for the k-arc problem with
L= 3 hops. Botton et al. [37,38] examine Benders decomposition approaches for these problems with general k and L parameters.
Balakrishnan et al. [23] propose large-scale solution methods that integrate decomposition, tabu search, and optimization to
solve general survivable network design problems. Gouveia and Leitner [100] examine a survivable network design problem
that focuses on path lengths and requires that a path exists between s and t of length less than or equal to Hst pre-perturbation
and a length of most H′st after k− 1 arcs are removed. Terblanche et al. [208], Ljubić et al. [137], and Matthews et al. [143] have
studied stochastic survivable network design problems where not all design data are known initially.
Survivable network design and fault tolerance problems are closely related to one another; we refer the reader to Al-Kuwaiti
et al. [2] for a discussion on the similarities and differences between fault-tolerance, reliability, and survivability in the context
of communications and computer systems. Within the Networks journal, fault tolerance is often used to describe more general
structures (or required operations) beyond s− t paths. Liestman [134] examines fault tolerance of calling schemes for broad-
casting messages in networks. Farrag and Dawson [79] and Dawson and Farrag [63] examine fault tolerance as it relates to
preserving star configurations in networks. Harary and Hayes [102] survey results for fault tolerance with structures including
cycles and various types of trees.
An important area of application for survivable network design and fault tolerant problems is designing and operat-
ing resilient telecommunications networks. This may require not only designing survivable networks but also in routing
post-perturbation to maintain system operations. There are several special issues of Networks that focus on resilient telecom-
munications networks. Rak and Sterbenz [175] describe the contributions made by papers in the issue “Optimization Issues in
Resilient Network Design and Modeling.” Jonsson et al. [122] describe the contributions made by papers in the issue “Design
of Resilient Communications Networks.” Rak et al. [176] describe the contributions made by papers in the issue “Resilience
of Communication Networks to Random Failures and Disasters.” We refer the reader to these overviews for a more detailed
discussion of the papers; here we provide a high-level categorization of the papers across these special issues.
Silva et al. [199], Canale et al. [47], Sen et al. [195], Canale et al. [48], Martins et al. [141], Ghedini et al. [92], Barbosa et al.
[25], Castillo et al. [50], Lin and Zhou [135], and Vass et al. [212] analyze problems in survivability, reliability, or fault-tolerance
for different required structures and/or operations. Kucharzak et al. [129], Fouquet et al. [86], Yang et al. [225], Cheng et al.
[54], Myslitski et al. [150], Busing et al. [45], and Natalino et al. [151] examine novel post-perturbation routing or path selection
protocols. Houthooft et al. [114], Papadimitriou and Fortz [167], Gomes et al. [97], Hmaity et al. [107], Girão-Silva et al. [94],
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and Kalesnikau et al. [123] consider problems that integrate network design or operations pre-perturbation with effective routing
post-perturbation. Ali et al. [8] and Pasic et al. [169] examine methods to identify locations of failures after a disruption.
3.1.2 Two-stage stochastic network optimization problems
Stochastic network optimization problems, such as network design, are broadly focused on making decisions in the face of
uncertainty about the operating conditions of the network. We could view each potential operating scenario as belonging to the
set of perturbations in examining how these problems build in aspects of resilience as robustness. Therefore, there is no standard
way to define  for these problems although it is standard that there will be a probability (likelihood) of a particular perturba-
tion. Two-stage stochastic problems would make decisions prior to the perturbation being revealed (i.e., first-stage preparation
decisions) and then can make perturbation-specific decisions once it is revealed. Any two-stage network design problem where
we are seeking to optimize the expected performance of the network across all perturbations (or other measures, like CVaR) or
seeking to minimize design costs to ensure some level of post-perturbation performance can be viewed as addressing resilience
as robustness. Note that the latter viewpoint is similar to that of survivable network design problems.
The literature on stochastic network optimization problems is vast and review papers typically focus on a specific application
area [101,203,204]. Work within the Networks journal that addresses these types of problems may not specifically mention
resilience, but it contributes to the area nonetheless. We will highlight a number of contributions from the journal and then
discuss specific application areas.
In Networks, Atamturk and Bhardwaj [16] consider the problem of minimizing the cost of installed edges into a network
so that the maximum flow is above a certain level with probability 1− 𝜀, where the capacities of the installed arcs are ran-
dom variables. Although the paper does not specifically mention resilience, it is addressing a problem to ensure that network
performance is robust across a wide set of perturbations (the realized arc capacities).
Crainic et al. [59], and its follow-up paper Rahmaniani et al. [174], examine how to solve a multicommodity, capacitated
network design problem with stochastic demands using metaheuristics and Benders decomposition, respectively. The perturba-
tions are defined based on the demands of nodes and the problem seeks to minimize the sum of the pre-planning costs (including
the costs associated with building arcs) and the expected transportation costs after the perturbation occurs. By applying dif-
ferent weights to the pre-planning costs and the transportation costs, it would be possible to use their work to understand the
tradeoffs between preparing for the perturbation and in the post-perturbation network performance.
Rysz et al. [180] consider a general class of problems which seeks to detect a “structure” (e.g., a clique) in a network with
a certain property prior to the perturbation so that the structure can be repaired quickly after the perturbation to maintain this
property. In other words, they seek to identify a portion of the network so that the property is quickly re-established after any
perturbation. This type of problem is one where robustness includes a measure as to how the system rebounds (Section 4) from
the perturbation. The papers of Heath et al. [103], Tan et al. [206], Aslan and Çelik [15], Sanci and Daskin [185], and Fang
et al. [76] consider similar two-stage problems where the robustness is measured based on how well the system rebounds after
the perturbation and include decisions modeling the rebound process.
There have been literature reviews that focus on stochastic network optimization problems for specific applications. Snyder
[203] provides a review of facility location problems under uncertainty. In these problems, the location of the facilities is
often the first-stage decisions and perturbations can be used to capture the uncertainty about facility capacities, demands, and
connection costs to customers. These problems contribute to analyzing resilience as robustness for applications that can be
modeled within the various classes of facility location problems. Grass and Fischer [101] provide an overview of two-stage
stochastic programming in disaster management, with a specific focus on reviewing papers that are related to pre-positioning
humanitarian aid within a network as well as providing an overview of solution methods. Snyder et al. [204] broadly examine
supply chain planning under disruptions, and many of its referenced papers fall into how to design supply chain networks when
faced with perturbations of their characteristics. Hosseini et al. [113] classify how different pre-perturbation decisions within a
supply chain network impact its ability to handle (or recover from) the perturbation.
Specific papers that focus on designing resilient supply chains include [89,140,155,210]. Margolis et al. [140] examine a
multi-objective network design problem that assesses the tradeoffs between design costs and the post-perturbation connectivity
of the supply chain. Ni et al. [155] examine a two-stage problem where the second stage specifically accounts for losing cus-
tomers in the supply chain due to disruptions after the perturbation. Gao et al. [89] propose a conic programming approach to
identify the optimal inventory positioning policy for problems concerned with minimizing the CVaR of lost sales. Tucker et al.
[210] study two-stage and multi-stage stochastic problems that seek to limit drug shortages and provide incentives to certain
suppliers to improve the overall resilience of pharmaceutical supply chains.
Faturechi and Miller-Hooks [80] review methods to quantify the resilience of transportation infrastructure and discuss the
role of two-stage optimization problems in this area. For power grid resilience, Wang et al. [215] provide a review and discussion
of the types of pre-event and post-event strategies that can improve resilience; these can be modeled in two-stage problems to
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improve the robustness of power grid networks. It is also important to note that infrastructures are increasingly interdependent
[44,162] and network models have been created to understand the performance of interdependent infrastructures [132]. In this
area, Fotouhi et al. [85] examine two-stage problems for robustness of interdependent traffic and power systems.
3.1.3 Interdiction problems
Network interdiction problems focus on situations where an attacker will select the perturbation to the network in a way
that most impacts its performance and then a defender will operate the network, post-perturbation. These problems study
resilience as robustness by helping to understand the worst-case impact of a perturbation to network operations. Typically, the
perturbation set is defined by a feasible region of which arcs can be removed (as noted previously, this, without loss of gen-
erality, can model node removals); for example, if the arc removals follow a budget constraint, then  =
{
(N,A′) ∶ A′ ⊆ A
such that
∑
(i,j)∈A′ bij ≤ B
}
, where A′ is the set of arcs removed from the network.
This type of problem has been studied extensively within the Networks community; in fact, a virtual issue of the journal
is available that highlights contributions of the following papers: Alvarez et al. [9], Bayrak and Bailey [30], Cullenbine et al.
[61], Israeli and Wood [118], Janjarassuk and Linderoth [120], Pan and Morton [165], Salmerón [181], and Shen and Smith
[198]. We refer the interested reader to the review of Smith and Song [202] for an extensive discussion of interdiction problems,
solution methods, and applications.
Two fundamental network interdiction problems are the max flow interdiction and shortest path interdiction. The max flow
interdiction problem typically focuses on perturbations that remove arcs from the network so that the total arc removal costs did
not exceed a budget. The shortest path interdiction problem typically focuses on perturbations that increase the length of arcs,
subject to a budget. The study of these problems within the Networks community has helped to inform resilience analysis done
by a wide range of communities and we will touch upon some of this work later in this section.
Research on the max flow network interdiction problem (MFNIP) can be traced back to the work of Wollmer [216], McMas-
ters and Mustin [145], and Ghare et al. [91]. The seminal work of Wood [217] renewed interest in the MFNIP and set the stage
for how network interdiction can be used to understand the vulnerabilities of infrastructure systems and defend them from dis-
ruptions [42]. Research on the shortest path network interdiction problem can be traced back to the work of Fulkerson and
Harding [88] and Golden [96] with an impactful paper being Israeli and Wood [118], published in Networks.
An important extension of interdiction problems that can offer a different viewpoint on resilience is one that considers
asymmetric information. Information asymmetry refers to the situation where the attacker and defender may have different
information about the network; for example, the attacker may not understand the supply/demand, capacities, or costs of arcs in
the network. This framework would be important in examining resilience as robustness for networks that may be attacked by
malicious actors who only have partial information. We refer the reader to the works of Bayrak and Bailey [30], Salmerón [181],
and Baycik and Sullivan [28] for examples of interdiction under asymmetric information. An important aspect of analyzing
these problems is whether or not the attacker can learn information about the network that they initially did not have. Borrero
et al. [35,36] consider learning in the context of network interdiction and show that greedy and robust learning policies will
eventually match the interdiction decisions of an attacker with perfect information. Pay et al. [171] examine problems where
the defender’s risk preferences can be expressed using utility theory and are learned by the attacker. Interdiction with learning
falls into the broader class of dynamic interdiction problems (see, e.g., [193,194]). We refer the reader to Smith and Song [202]
for more details.
Interdiction problems have been applied to specifically understand the robustness of different types of infrastructure net-
works. There are a number of papers seeking to understand resilience as robustness of the power grid. For example, the papers
of Salmerón et al. [183,184] and Salmerón and Wood [182] examine interdicting power grid networks, where the operations of
the grid are modeled using the direct current (DC) flow constraints. Wang and Baldick [214] present more detailed analysis on
the consequences of an interdiction in terms of both short (minutes) and near term (days) impacts. Rocco et al. [179] assess the
vulnerabilities of a power grid and Zhang et al. [228] examine how to fortify supply systems against deliberate attacks.
In terms of applying interdiction to understand the resilience as robustness of transportation systems, many different
transportation modes have been considered. Laporte et al. [131] examine designing robust passenger railway transit systems.
Murray-Tuite and Fei [149] examine the impact of smart attacks on the travel times between origin-destination (O-D) pairs in a
road transportation network. Gedik et al. [90] examine interdiction problems where the network is modeled based on operating
principles of coal freight trains.
In terms of other civil infrastructure systems, the work of Jeong et al. [121] focuses on modeling the post-attack operations
of a water infrastructure. Baycik and Sharkey [27] use interdiction to understand the damage done to a set of infrastructures
with dependencies between them. This is based on the work of Baycik et al. [29] that examined interdicting networks where
there was both an information layer (e.g., the supervisory control and data acquisition of an infrastructure) and a physical flow
layer (the infrastructure), and disruptions in one could spread to the other.
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3.1.4 N − k problems
The N − k problem seeks to understand whether or not there exists a perturbation that removes up to k arcs from the network
and causes it to fail, that is, its performance drops below a certain level. It contributes to analyzing resilience as robustness by
determining if the network will be operational should or fewer components be disrupted. Mathematically, the set of perturbations
is defined as  = {(N,A′) ∶ A′ ⊆ A such that ∣ A′ ∣≤ k}, that is, we can remove up to k arcs from the network.
This problem has been extensively studied in power grids and is of practical importance since grids are often designed to
not fail in the N − 1 setting. The book of Bienstock [33] provides an extensive discussion of how optimization can be used to
examine vulnerabilities of the power grid.
From an optimization perspective, Bienstock and Verma [34] provide new models and formulations for the N − k problem in
power grids. Schumacher et al. [191] present approaches to address N − k planning problems in the presence of line-switching
that are capable of solving problems with k = 1, 2 for networks with up to 96 nodes. Sundar et al. [205] consider a version of
the N − k problem where they seek to find a set of k arcs whose removal has the highest weighted impact, where the weight
corresponds to the probability that those k arcs will fail and the impact measures the loss in performance.
Wang et al. [213] examine a robust optimization framework for the unit commitment problem under N − k contingency con-
straints and provide a decomposition framework that can solve problems with 118 buses (nodes). Kaplunovich and Turitsyn
[125] utilize heuristics common in constraint programming to identify critical contingencies for the N − 2 problem and their
methods scale to 300 node networks. Ding et al. [65] and Faghih and Dahleh [74] examine bilevel optimization models that com-
pute a N − k contingency plan which maximizes the probability it occurs times its load loss. Kim et al. [127] offer decomposition
approaches to solve more general interdiction problems on power grids than N − k problems, where their work is able to model
power grid operations using the alternating current (AC) flow equations. Liu et al. [136] propose a simulation-optimization
approach for the N − 1 problem that recognizes that a simulation may need to be run to determine if the system fails when a
certain component is removed.
3.1.5 Defender-attacker-defender problems
Defender-attacker-defender (DAD) models are problems that incorporate three stages of sequential decision making: (1)
the defender first protects certain network components prior to a perturbation, (2) an attacker selects a feasible pertur-
bation to the network in a way that most impacts its performance, and (3) the defender then selects decisions so that the
network operates as best as possible after the perturbation. DAD models incorporate resilience as robustness into optimiza-
tion models by focusing on preparing the network, pre-perturbation, so that its worst-case performance, post-perturbation,
is as good as possible. For example, if the operations of the network seek to maximize flow, then the defender prepares
the network by protecting components as to maximize the minimum max flow across all possible perturbations. Typi-
cally, the perturbation set is focused on imposing arc removals in the network that satisfy the attacker’s budget, that is,
 = {(N,A′) ∶ A′ ⊆ A such that
∑
(i,j)∈A′ bij ≤ B} where bij is the cost of removing arc (i, j), although a more general set
of constraints could dictate the feasible perturbations. Note that the initial defense decisions can protect an arc from being
disrupted, that is, (i, j) will be in the network even if (i, j)∈A′ in the perturbation (although attacking a protected arc would be
suboptimal for the attacker). DAD models build off network interdiction problems by incorporating the protection decisions.
Brown et al. [42] discuss the role that DAD models play in defending critical infrastructure and apply a DAD model in
protecting a power network. Alderson et al. [4,5] discuss decomposition schemes for solving DAD models. The DAD frame-
work has been applied to several different types of networks including the power grid, transportation systems, supply chains,
telecommunications, and interdependent infrastructures. We now discuss some examples in each of these areas; see additional
examples in Alderson et al. [5].
Alguacil et al. [7] examine minimizing load shed in a power grid where the operations are modeled using the DC model.
Yuan et al. [227] offer a constraint and column generation approach to a similar problem of Alguacil et al. [7]. Ding et al. [66]
extend the analysis of DAD models for power grids to the situation where there is uncertainty in the impact of the efforts of the
attackers. Ouyang and Fang [164] examine not only the immediate performance of the network after the perturbation but also
on how the network recovers over time for both the DC power grid model and a generic max flow network.
Alderson et al. [6] examine highway transportation systems where the operations of the network are based on routing between
O-D pairs and travel times are nonlinear functions of congestion. Sarhadi et al. [186] offer a decomposition-based heuristic for
a DAD model that examines protecting components within a rail-truck multi-modal transportation network.
In terms of supply chains and facility location, Church and Scaparra [57] and Scaparra and Church [188] examine fortifying
q facilities, of p initial facilities, so that the worst-case perturbation of removing r non-fortified facilities is as good as possible,
where the inner problem connects a demand point to the closest operational facility. Liberatore et al. [133] examine an exten-
sion of the problem where the number of lost facilities (r) is unknown to the defender during the first stage. Bao et al. [24]
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consider facility location problems in the DAD framework where the defender can protect facilities initially and then determine
a combination of customer reassignments and repairs to disrupted facilities to best recover from the perturbation.
Nicholas and Alderson [156] apply the DAD framework to telecommunications infrastructure by considering the fast design
of wireless mesh networks so that they are robust to worst-case jamming attacks.
Ouyang [163] examines DAD models where the operations involve multiple interdependent networks and the flows in one
depend on the flows in another. For example, if power was out to a substation, then certain components within the water network
would no longer be available. Ghorbani-Renani et al. [93] examine DAD models for interdependent networks that specifically
capture the rebound process after the perturbation. We refer the reader to the review of Ouyang [162] that discusses modeling
approaches for interdependent infrastructures. Fang and Zio [78] offer an alternative framework to that of Ouyang [163] which
also involves a tri-level optimization problem but the outer problem focuses on the probabilistic impacts of a natural hazard and
then an adjustable robust optimization problem is examined to capture preparation decisions prior to the actual perturbation.
3.1.6 Robust optimization and networks
Robust optimization deals with selecting decisions that perform well across all perturbations within an uncertainty set. For
example, a very conservative uncertainty set could define the perturbation set as:  = {(N,A) with (c + c𝜀, u + u𝜀, b + b𝜀) ∶






where (c, u, b) are the initial parameters of network (N,
A). This uncertainty set allows all parameters to change simultaneously which may be overly conservative; the more common
budgeted framework [32] would only allow a fixed number of parameters (say K) to be different from their initial parameters
(i.e., we only consider perturbations in  with K or fewer parameters of the form c𝜀ij, u𝜀ij, and b𝜀i are nonzero).
Robust optimization can incorporate resilience as robustness into optimization models by ensuring that decisions made
pre-perturbation perform well under all perturbations within the uncertainty set and has been applied to understanding flows
through a network and/or in designing networks when there is uncertain data about the network. For example, Bertsimas and Sim
[32] examine robust network flow problems including a robust version of the minimum cost flow problem where the uncertainty
set focuses on perturbations of the costs. This problem could be applicable to situations where the flow decisions are difficult
to alter and we seek to be robust against changes to the flow cost structure. As another example, Atamturk and Zhang [17]
examine robust network design and flow problems where the design decisions are selected prior to demand realization and then
flow decisions can be made as recourse once demand is revealed. This problem falls under the general area of adjustable robust
optimization; see Yan𝚤koglu et al. [226] for a review.
In general, robust network design problems would contribute to studying resilience as robustness. Within Networks, Ordonez
and Zhao [160] examine a problem that determines how to expand capacities of a network and route flow along the arcs to be
robust to uncertainty about flow costs and supply/demands within the network. This model essentially requires flows to be static
(fixed) prior to the uncertainty being revealed. One could consider a problem with fully adjustable flow decisions; however, this
model may be intractable. Poss and Raack [172] examine robust network design where the flows must follow affine recourse,
that is, the flow may be adjusted based on the realized demand in a way that is an affine function of the demand. Aissi and
Vanderpooten [1] examine bi-objective robust network design problems (with static flow decisions) that consider both cost and
quality-of-service within the network.
3.2 Using optimization models to analyze resilience as robustness
Fundamental network optimization models can be used to analyze resilience as robustness since these models can provide
insights into the post-perturbation performance of the system. For example, the operations of the network may be modeled by
solving a maximum flow problem. In order to understand the expected impact of a stressful event, we can apply a sampling
strategy over the set of perturbations and solve the maximum flow problem for each generated perturbation. It should be noted
that if the number of perturbations is large, then this may not be computationally effective and advanced sampling strategies may
be necessary. In general, the model should be carefully constructed in order to provide the insights into the desired characteristics
of the system and its limitations should be carefully understood [72].
For example, Brown et al. [42] discuss how interdiction and DAD models can be applied to understand the vulnerabilities
of infrastructure systems, including petroleum reserve supply chains and electric power grids. Alderson et al. [5] provide a
detailed overview of how to use DAD models to study infrastructure resilience. This detailed approach includes how to model
the network operations (the inner problem), the applicability of classic network optimization problems as the inner problem,
and how the types of protection options should be modeled for infrastructures including the power grid, highway transportation
systems, and undersea communications systems.
The examples of Brown et al. [42] and Alderson et al. [5] focus on more strategic (long-term) decisions to improve resilience.
Alternatively, optimization models can also factor in a combination of short-term preparations and long-term planning to
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improve resilience. For example, the work of Bynum et al. [46] and Zhao et al. [229] considers a combination of long-term
decisions (e.g., transmission system hardening and generator procurement) and short-term decisions (dispatch) to improve the
resilience of power networks.
4 OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND NETWORK REBOUND
In this section, we focus on network optimization problems that can be applied to analyze resilience as rebound. Resilience as
rebound focuses on “bouncing back” or returning network performance to normal (or an acceptable level) after the stressful
event. Unlike robustness, which emphasizes the design and operation of networks that continue to function in the presence
of stress, rebound focuses on the design and operation of networks that restore function after stress. To achieve this rebound,
network performance is restored by updating the properties of the network after the event. This could be accomplished by
repairing damaged components in the network, installing new components into the network, and/or allocating the necessary
resources to provide such services.
After a stressful event, a network could experience many different types or combinations of impacts. First, the stressful event
could damage the network topology by causing a subset of the arcs and/or nodes to be either fully or partially non-operational. As
was indicated in Section 3, without loss of generality, we can focus solely on the operational status of arcs. When arcs are either
operational or non-operational, the impact from a stressful event can be modeled by indicating a set A ⊆ A as the subset of arcs
that are initially non-operational. When arcs can be partially non-operational, we can, instead, associate a continuous parameter
𝛽 ij with arc (i, j)∈A to indicate the level of impact from the stressful event. In this context, 𝛽 ij could impact the function of each
arc, through, for example, changes to the arc capacity (i.e., 𝛽 ij ∈ (0,1) where the arc capacity is uij𝛽 ij) or restoration processing
time (i.e., 𝛽 ij ∈ [0, 1] models the impact and where the restoration processing time is (1− 𝛽 ij)pij).
A stressful event could also impact the parameters or resources necessary to operate the network at a normal level. For
example, the supply at specific nodes could be reduced due to disruptions caused in other interdependent networks. Further-
more, the resources (e.g., humans) could be reduced based on their ability to reach the necessary locations for conducting tasks
to operate the network. Additionally, immediately following a stressful event, there is often uncertainty about the operational
status of the components of the network which would impact the types of optimization models used for rebound. For example,
in rebounding civil infrastructure networks from natural hazards, assessment activities of damage may not be able to be imple-
mented immediately after the event to gather necessary information about the status of the network. How a stressful event
impacts a network often influences what actions are taken to enable it to rebound.
We proceed by first outlining the current network optimization literature that studies resilience as rebound. Next, we outline
how resilience as rebound can be analyzed through the use of optimization models. We then summarize how this network
optimization literature has impacted resilience literature outside of the Networks community.
4.1 Resilience as rebound in optimization models
To date, the most studied aspect of resilience as rebound within our community is network restoration optimization models.
Typically, network restoration optimization models seek to update the network topology by selecting a subset Â ⊆ A of the
non-operational components to repair. How the network performance is evaluated influences the selection of the subset Â, or,
equivalently, the associated changes to the network topology. We can view the selection of Â as network design decisions. These
selected network design decisions are often scheduled over time in order to quickly restore the services provided by the network
or, equivalently, have the network “rebound.” Resources are then allocated to implement these network design decisions. For
example, in infrastructure restoration, work crews can be viewed as resources that are allocated to rebound the network. In a
slightly different context, rebound can also be modeled as updating the network parameters and/or resources needed to operate
the network. Specifically, the supply nodes in a network might not be damaged but could generate or require additional supply
amounts (e.g., if the commodities are patients, new relief supplies).
The effectiveness of network rebound can be measured in many ways. Decision makers could set a service level they are
seeking to achieve in their rebound efforts and want to minimize the time needed to meet or exceed it. Rebound could be
measured as the cumulative weighted network performance over time, where performance is specific to the type of network (e.g.,
shortest path values between key locations, maximizing the flow through the network to meet demand). As a single network
is often not the only impacted system after a stressful event, rebound could be measured as services flowing through a set of
networks. Lastly, when uncertainty is present, decision makers could seek to maximize the expected performance over different
uncertainty scenarios.
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4.1.1 Optimization models with rebound as establishing connectivity
Repairing network components to establish or reinstate network connectivity between key nodes in the network is one common
network performance metric. Averbakh [18] and Averbakh and Pereira [20] look to optimize the total recovery time of nodes for
problems with single and multiple servers (i.e., work crews, construction crews), respectively. A node is recovered when there
is a path between a central depot and the node, which is equivalent to saying connectivity has been established between the
node and the depot. When considering multiple servers, Averbakh [19] seeks to minimize the time the last node is recovered,
that is, the makespan required to rebound the network. Averbakh and Pereira [21] seek to minimize the maximum lateness and
minimize the number of tardy jobs when each node has a due date for its desired recovery.
Other researchers have focused on connectivity between all pairs of nodes. After assigning each pair of nodes a restoration
due date, Averbakh and Pereira [22] look to minimize the maximum lateness of connecting all node pairs. For interested readers,
Mattsson and Jenelius [144] review vulnerability and resilience of transportation systems, which often focus on connectivity
between O-D pairs. Additionally, Çelik [52] provides a review wherein the infrastructure restoration and network construc-
tion classifications are most similar to establishing network connectivity. This review also considers the idea of establishing
connectivity in debris clearance, debris collection and disposal, and snow removal.
For applications such as debris clearance, resources (e.g., work crews) can only move on network components which are
connected to their current location. In this case, the set of arcs available for movement (i.e., connected) at a particular point in
time depends on the set of tasks completed by or before this time. Furthermore, arcs that can be cleared next (to increase the
overall network connectivity) are limited to those currently reachable, that is, only if a path has been established from the current
location of the resource to the arc in consideration for clearance. When in a deterministic environment, Ulusan and Ergun [211]
route work crews to remove debris in a transportation network. Çelik et al. [53] also route debris removal work crews through
a transportation network, but consider that there is an uncertain amount of debris that must be removed on each arc.
4.1.2 Optimization models with rebound as network flow measures
We now examine literature that uses network flow problems to measure performance in studying resilience as rebound. These
network flow problems have included the shortest path, max flow, min cost flow, minimum spanning tree, and multi-commodity
flow problems. Our focus here is on papers that advance theory or methodology of interest to the Networks community. This
rebound literature focuses not just on how the network performs at a single point in time, but how the performance changes over
time due to the completion of rebound-focused tasks. Thus, many problems consider aspects of scheduling rebound tasks and
the cumulative performance of a network over time as tasks are completed. Network performance at time t is then based on the
network after the stressful event and all tasks completed by time t.
Incremental network design problems consider restoring/installing non-operational arcs into a network over time as the
rebound-focused tasks. In these problems, each non-operational arc takes one period to install and has an installation cost;
during each period t there is a budget Bt limiting the total cost of arcs installed. Within this framework, Baxter et al. [26] seek
to minimize the cumulative shortest path performance, Engel et al. [73] seek to minimize the cumulative value of the minimum
spanning tree, and Kalinowski et al. [124] seek to maximize cumulative flow. Matisziw et al. [142] look to restore network
components to balance the multi-objective problem of maximizing cumulative flow between O-D node pairs and restoration
costs.
Nurre et al. [159] introduce the class of integrated network design and scheduling problems (INDS) which both selects
which network components to restore/install and schedules the restoration/installation by assigning the selected arcs to resources
(e.g., work crews) and sequencing the tasks over time. Contrary to incremental network design problems, INDS problems do
not assume that each restoration task takes one time period and instead associates a restoration processing time pij to each
non-operational arc (i, j). In this context, a non-operational arc can represent an arc damaged due to a stressful event or an arc
not from the original pre-event network but one which embodies an element of extensibility, which once installed improves the
network’s performance. Nurre et al. [159] select and schedule arcs in an INDS problem to maximize the cumulative maximum
flow. Nurre and Sharkey [157] consider a broader range of INDS problems which consider different network performance
metrics. Specifically, Nurre and Sharkey [157] consider maximizing flow, minimizing the average shortest path length between
O-D pairs, minimizing the maximum shortest path length between O-D pairs, minimizing the cost of a spanning tree, and
minimizing the flow cost as network performance metrics. As in prior work, they consider optimizing the cumulative network
performance but also consider minimizing the time it takes to achieve a desired input network performance value (e.g., restoring
80% of the lost flow).
Research in this area has progressed to not just considering restoring arcs damaged by a stressful event, but installing
new arcs to improve the resulting network performance. Similar to Nurre et al. [159], Fang and Sansavini [75] consider both
repairing damaged components and installing new components to minimize two objectives: the negative of the maximum flow
and the investment cost of system restoration. The authors impose an antifragility constraint where the total cost of restoration
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(repairing selected damaged components+ installing selected new components) must not exceed the total cost to repair all
damaged components.
These types of models have also been applied to specific infrastructure networks, especially the power grid. Arab et al. [12]
consider both the uncertainties surrounding mobilizing repair work crews prior to an event and the deterministic recovery of a
power network. Tan et al. [207] consider restoration scheduling in the context of a distribution system within the power grid.
Researchers also focus on the recovery of the power grid [190] by considering economic impacts [13]. In addition, Bao et al.
[24] have examined the recovery of facilities as part of a DAD model for protecting facilities (see Section 3.1).
4.1.3 Optimization models with rebound as centering/coverage measures
Next, we focus on rebound papers which consider measures, such as centering or coverage, typically used in location problems
to evaluate network performance. Iloglu and Albert [116,117] seek to minimize the cumulative weighted distance between the
location of emergency responders and calls for service (at demand nodes) over time. This research considers both repairing the
network topology with work crews but also uses an extension to the P-median problem to dynamically relocate the emergency
responders at nodes over time. Thus, both locations for emergency responders and connections between the established locations
and demand nodes must be established throughout the duration of the problem.
Arulselvan et al. [14] consider the incremental connected facility location problem which determines facilities to open and
assigns customers to open facilities over time in order to minimize total costs. This work ensures that once a customer is assigned
to a facility it maintains an assignment to an open facility and that a minimum coverage of customers is met.
4.1.4 Optimization models with rebound for interdependent networks
Stressful events do not often solely impact a single network, but instead cause stress to multiple networks within an interdepen-
dent system. Traditionally in an interdependent system, the state of one network depends on another network [178]. Thus, there
is a growing body of knowledge which focuses on quantifying resilience as rebound for systems of interdependent networks.
Cavdaroglu et al. [51] consider an INDS problem for interdependent networks. The selection and scheduling decisions are made
in order to minimize a function of the flow costs, unmet demand costs, and restoration/installation costs. Building on this work,
Sharkey et al. [196] incorporate new restoration interdependencies, as defined in Sharkey et al. [197], which link not just the
operations of interdependent networks but also how the restoration efforts across systems are linked. They examine how central-
ized and decentralized decision making environments, representing different levels of coordination between networks, impact
restoration. Smith et al. [201] also consider decentralized restoration planning for interdependent networks using a sequential
game theoretic approach. With an input restoration budget limiting the resources used, González et al. [98] determine which net-
work components should be restored for an interdependent system. González et al. [99] examine different recovery operators for
interdependent infrastructure that were created through dynamic models. Goldbeck et al. [95] consider interdependent networks
where the relationship between network flow and infrastructure assets (e.g., electric transformers, metro stations) is modeled.
They capture logic dependencies, asset utilization dependencies, resource input dependencies, and also stochastic failure prop-
agation dependencies. Loggins et al. [138] have created interdependent restoration models that account for social infrastructure
that rely on civil infrastructure systems. Ghorbani-Renani et al. [93] examine rebound for interdependent networks as the inner
problem within a DAD model. For a comprehensive overview of work related to interdependent networks, we point the reader
to Ouyang [162].
4.1.5 Optimization models with rebound under uncertainty
In order to address the uncertainty associated with the stressful event in resilience as rebound models, researchers have used
two-stage stochastic programming, two-stage robust optimization, and online optimization.
Using two-stage robust optimization, Álvarez-Miranda and Pereira [10] consider a traditional network design problem in the
first stage, and a network construction problem in the second stage. The uncertainty in the system is characterized by the neces-
sary construction resources (e.g., cost, time) for a network design policy. Aslan and Çelik [15] formulate a two-stage stochastic
program for a multi-echelon humanitarian response network. In the first stage of their model, they determine where to locate
warehouses and preposition relief items. In the second stage, subject to uncertainties in the operational status of distribution
centers, operational status of transportation arcs (e.g., travel times, repair times), and relief item demand, they determine the
restoration of arcs to open transportation routes and the shipment of supplies through these routes. In addition, the papers of
Heath et al. [103], Sanci and Daskin [185], and Fang et al. [76] consider similar two-stage problems where the first stage helps
to design the network and the second stage considers how the network rebounds from the disruptive event. Fang and Sansavini
[77] consider how to select and schedule restoration tasks for an infrastructure network when faced with uncertain repair times
and resources. In the first stage, they select which components to repair and in the second stage, they determine which selected
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components are scheduled to be repaired over time. These decisions are made to maximize the expected percentage of damaged
flow that has been restored.
Often uncertainties associated with stressful events are hard to forecast and predict. Online optimization, which reacts to the
arrival of new information over time, is one way to overcome this challenge. Nurre and Sharkey [158] consider an INDS problem
where the time when it is safe to restore/install an arc is uncertain and revealed over time. They create new online optimization
algorithms which dynamically select arcs to repair/install and schedule them with work crews based on this dynamic arrival of
new information and benchmark them against a best case deterministic model with all information known.
4.2 Using optimization models to analyze resilience as rebound
In addition to incorporating aspects of resilience into optimization models to capture rebound, optimization models can be used
to assess rebound. For example, one could run different what-if scenarios by changing the input network data set, the stressful
event, and/or the model parameters/resources. The results from these what-if scenarios can then be used to deduce insights about
how such a model is appropriate for informing resilience as rebound. Miles et al. [147] discuss the importance of modelers (and
models) in building the community of disaster recovery researchers, which serves as an important opportunity for the Networks
community.
For example, analysis can be used to incorporate improvised restoration options in terms of rebound focused activities.
For example, instead of solely looking to repair damaged network components, researchers have considered the installation of
temporary components. After the 2001 World Trade Center (WTC) attack, temporary shunts were used to restore the electric
power network in lower Manhattan [146]. These shunts were temporary power lines laid down on city streets and protected by
wooden boxes. We can capture such decisions by examining the installation of arcs from the set AI not originally in the network,
that is, AI ∩A = ∅. The foundation of optimization models can also be adapted to incorporate application and infrastructure
network specific elements. For example, we could schedule the recovery of a disrupted power network by adapting an INDS
problem [157] to consider the physics of AC or DC power flow. Furthermore, optimization models can be used to quantify the
impacts of different decision making environments, such as pure centralized or decentralized decision making [196].
5 OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND NETWORK EXTENSIBILITY
In this section, we focus on network optimization to analyze resilience as extensibility. Network extensibility is a dynamic capa-
bility to reconfigure and prolong the use of constrained resources to accommodate new operations and survive stressful events.
Unlike robustness and rebound, which emphasize the continuation and restoration of existing network function, extensibility
focuses on creating new network function to exceed predefined operational thresholds or change functional requirements. In
resilience literature, network extensibility refers to models and measures for, “how well systems stretch to handle surprises,”
[220]. The term surprise is used to describe stressors where network operations and functional requirements may not be known
a priori [72]. Methods for analyzing network robustness and rebound are limited for managing surprises because they only con-
sider perturbations within the predefined set, p ∈  , or produce results constrained by predefined network structure (G = (N,
A)), design options, and objectives. Thus, extensible networks are those designed with the capacity to serve new operational
and functional needs, rather than maintain or restore existing functions.
Understanding the concept of extensibility requires additional nuance to ways a network may be vulnerable to stress and
might not be resilient. Networks do not exhibit resilience as robustness if they cannot maintain predefined operational thresholds
during perturbations, and networks do not exhibit resilience as rebound if they cannot restore function. In contrast, networks do
not exhibit resilience as extensibility if network function is so tightly constrained that minor perturbations in resource allocation
or functional requirements lead to extreme and cascading losses. To emphasize this fact, Woods [220] introduces the notion of
“graceful” extensibility as a play on the software term graceful degradation, emphasizing that extensible systems must be able
to stretch in ways that do not lead to brittle failures. Here, brittle failure refers to the process when networks catastrophically
break down as resource and functional requirements push networks beyond their operational thresholds. In the words of Woods
[220], “systems with high graceful extensibility have capabilities to anticipate bottlenecks ahead, to learn about the changing
shape of disturbances and possess the readiness-to-respond to adjust responses to fit the challenges [82,223,224].” In contrast,
networks that are unable to redistribute limited resources, adjust operational thresholds, or serve multiple purposes will likely
experience brittle failure when surprises require network operations to change.
Unlike network resilience as robustness or rebound, the optimization community has put less focus on studies of extensibility.
In the history of the journal Networks, only Pradhan and Meyer [173] ever use the word extensible or extensibility. Despite this
dearth of research, several aspects of optimization models lend themselves to the study of how systems anticipate bottlenecks
to stretch and handle surprises.
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5.1 Network extensibility in optimization models
A key element of network optimization models that influences extensibility and deserves more research is the model boundary.
Network resilience through extensibility implies that systems have an operational boundary that can be extended during stressful
events. However, the operational boundary in network optimization models is often treated as a “hard” limit that cannot be
exceeded or altered during analysis. For example, the boundary on an objective function is commonly defined by a block of
algebraic constraints, for example, Ax≤ b, where the operational boundary for a single network element is represented by a subset
of constraints. Despite this common representation, real systems rarely fail to function when operated in infeasible regions that
exceed these thresholds (e.g., Ax= b+ϵ). For example, some real networks are operated in this infeasible region during disasters,
such as electric power systems increasing powerline capacity and overloading equipment during an impending blackout [128].
System operators use overloading operations to adapt these and other systems to novel stressors. Rather than assume systems
fail to function once constraints are violated, one goal of network extensibility is to understand how networks stretch beyond
their stated boundary and continue to function. Network optimization studies that inform resilience as extensibility should aim
to understand the costs and benefits of crossing these thresholds. Moreover, if the operational boundary nominally defined by
model constraints can be exceeded in practice, then identifying the real “hard” operational boundary where the system will fail
is a non-trivial task (e.g., understanding how increased power flow on lines will eventually lead to their failure which then, in
turn, can lead to cascading blackouts).
Both resilience and network optimization communities use similar language and techniques for assessing the cost of extend-
ing system operation beyond expected boundaries. One way resilience research discusses the assessment of extensibility is
through the analysis of system slack [187]. Here, resilience experts discuss slack with respect to the dynamic re-balancing of
capabilities via resilience processes. The resilience literature discussion on slack is similar to the use of slack variables in net-
work optimization to measure the implications of extending beyond a given constraint. In the simplest terms, given an explicit
cost function for exceeding a threshold, one can use the slack variables to study extensibility related questions like, “at what
cost would it make sense to violate a constraint, and by how much?”
Slack may relate to real network operations via the short- and long-term degradation of network performance when extending
beyond normal boundaries. Systems commonly studied with robustness and rebound methods often have known surge capacities
that enable extended operations during emergencies. For example, power system components like powerlines and transformers
have emergency ratings that relax flow limits during blackout operations [128].
An even more dynamic use of slack beyond overloading network components is when part of the system compensates
for another. This process of compensation can be thought of as network reciprocity, where nodes or links within a system
take on or redistribute flow to protect other parts of the same or interdependent systems. In practice, compensation has been
identified in many critical systems, where tradeoffs within and among network operators stretch systems to function in ways
they were not originally intended for [220,221]. Effective compensation can increase network boundaries in unanticipated ways,
such as compensating for a surge in hospital patients through triage and accessing resources like beds from other parts of the
hospital [153]. In contrast, these dynamic interactions can also lead to decompensation—when one part of a system consumes
the available slack of another, reducing the overall the ability of the system to adapt. Decompensation is known to be a key
contributor to how adaptive systems fail [222]. Network optimization models can make use of shared budget constraints to
capture this ability for compensation (and decompensation).
Broader still would be studies that capture the difficulty of changing current operations to enable greater access to slack. This
could be studied using techniques for model persistence where changes to model structure that lead to new optimal solutions
are constrained by past optimal solutions that may have already been implemented [41,43]. In other words, there are more costs
to consider than just the performance degradation from overloading or sharing resources, such as simply the cost of rebalancing
systems to enable extensibility.
5.2 Using optimization models to analyze network extensibility
Although the language of mathematical optimization already has much of the vocabulary for representing network extensibility,
there are several elements that remain largely unaddressed. Here we present potential ways to analyze network extensibility
using optimization models.
5.2.1 Identifying the “true” network operational boundary
In optimization models, a boundary condition Ax≤ b is often viewed only through the lens of whether it is feasible or not, and
this implicitly assumes that all feasible solutions are equivalent. Resilience as extensibility suggests that these simple notions of
boundary are not sufficient for understanding the adaptive capacity of networks. Instead, the boundary of network operations
lies well beyond the constraints built into an optimization model, and this “true” boundary may be unknown in normal practice.
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Importantly, significant resilience research indicates that the amount of work that a system does to adapt “far away from its
boundary” is very different (and typically much less) than the amount of work that a system does “near its boundary” [221].
That is, a system might have to dedicate more resources (and perhaps reconfigure its operating procedures) to handle events that
stress it as it approaches the boundary condition. A classic example is the emergency department at a hospital for which there
is no sharp boundary on the capacity to treat incoming patients; rather the operations and effort of staff dramatically change as
the load on the system approaches and exceeds its nominal boundary [153].
In some network optimization models, increasing effort near a boundary is represented in terms of a nonlinear function
intended to capture the growing effort or cost on the system as it approaches some implicit constraint. For example, congestion
on road systems is known to be highly nonlinear, and as traffic density approaches a practical threshold the traffic speed and
throughput dramatically decrease (see, e.g., the classic Bureau of Public Roads function for road congestion as implemented
for regional traffic in the San Francisco Bay Area [6]). Indicators of this nonlinear loss of functionality as networks reach their
boundaries are referred to as critical slowing down [62,189] and have been identified in numerous complex systems studied by
the Networks community like power grids [104,105,106]. Still, past work considering either slack or critical slowing down is
limited to system operations that we have recognized and parameterized a priori. A broader challenge for thinking about network
extensibility is how we address operational boundaries that have not been considered in advance. A first step is understanding
how overloading and compensation reveal new possibilities for network operations during stressful events. Future work needs
to build on this to recognize where “true” network operational boundaries exist and how systems work harder to adapt (i.e.,
experience nonlinear losses) near operational boundaries.
5.2.2 Network operations when faced with fundamental surprise
The concept of extensibility further challenges how stressful events are parameterized and modeled to inform network resilience.
The types of events that can stress the network can be divided into two broad classes: (1) events that stress the network in
a way that we previously predicted, planned for, or understood and (2) events that stress the network in ways that we never
envisioned and changes our view on what can potentially happen. The former is often called situational surprise [130] and
can be explicitly considered as either data or stochastic processes that alter network operations. In contrast, the latter is called
fundamental surprise [130,219] and cannot be explicitly considered with current network optimization methods.
Fundamental surprise challenges the efficacy of existing network optimization methods for capturing aspects of extensi-
bility. In general, surprise can be viewed as uncertainty about the decision making environment. Stochastic programming and
robust optimization require one to characterize or parameterize uncertainty, which means these methods can only capture situ-
ational surprise and cannot consider fundamental surprise. Online methods to adapt optimization models for network operators
in situ may be more appropriate for uncertainty that cannot be characterized a priori. However, current applications of online
methods are unable to capture fundamental surprise. Current applications of online optimization [119] support decision making
where the future is unknown but requires a model of the decisions that can be implemented in response to current operations.
This implementation of online optimization assumes the network operators know the appropriate decisions and decision vari-
ables prior to a stressful event. Systems dealing with fundamental surprise may also require consideration of new, improvised
decisions and actions that were not known until the stressful event occurs. In both cases, the characterization of uncertainty
or the static nature of online models suggests that current methods for considering surprise are insufficient for resilience as
extensibility.
Two brief examples help to illustrate the concept of fundamental surprise. One is the impact of the 2001 WTC attack on
the infrastructure networks of lower Manhattan as there was no prediction or contingency plan for when an entire section of
the infrastructure network disappeared [146]. Another example occurred in October 2017 when Hurricane Ophelia hit Ireland,
making it the easternmost Atlantic hurricane; it was completely unexpected that a hurricane could travel like Ophelia and impact
Western Europe, and analytic tools designed to model hurricane winds had to be reconfigured in real time to adapt [72].
Typically, networks dealing with situational surprise can be managed by updating the objectives and/or data into our network
models. Here, the models that have been built for network resilience can be used in contingency planning for all the types of
“surprise” that we can imagine. Some methods developed for situational surprise may also support adaptation to fundamental
surprise. For example, temporary shunts were used to restore the electric power network in lower Manhattan after the 2001
WTC attack [146]. These shunts could be prepositioned to a situational surprise (e.g., thunderstorms) to schedule the recovery
of a disrupted power network (similar to the INDS problems of [157]). Reformulating the same INDS problem could support
the 2001 WTC response where a new model would need to be quickly created to guide recovery decisions over the “temporary”
network. Research is needed to understand how to adapt existing network optimization problems for fundamental surprise.
Still, many fundamental surprise events cannot yet be parametrized like situational surprises, suggesting there are numerous
examples of network extensibility that cannot yet be studied. Despite there being no model prior to the 2001 WTC attack or
Hurricane Ophelia that could predict the events, numerous actions taken in response helped alleviate damages and protect critical
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systems. Real-world extensibility suggests that there are unexplored models and methods for fundamental surprise in network
optimization. Importantly, fundamental surprise occurs when optimization models themselves are proven to be inappropriate to
novel stressors and need to change. This phenomenon called model surprise emphasizes that there is limited research within the
Networks and other related optimization communities about how appropriate existing problems are to fundamentally surprising
events.
6 OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND NETWORK ADAPTABILITY
Finally, we consider the role of network optimization to analyze resilience as adaptability. Network resilience viewed through
the lens of adaptability deals with the need for networks to manage tradeoffs to build adaptive capacity to continuously evolving
contexts, often over longer timescales. Sometimes this is also called sustained adaptability because it tends to focus attention on
how a network survives over long-term future uses and contexts. Unlike robustness, rebound, and extensibility that are concerned
with the impacts of stress on a network in a single event (or several events closely related in time), sustained adaptability is less
concerned with the outcome of a single event, and more concerned with how a network survives many stressful events over its
life-cycle. Thus, sustained adaptability is less focused on network operations and more focused with network design problems
that consider tradeoffs between robustness, rebound, and extensibility to maximize adaptability into the future. For example,
network adaptability must manage tradeoffs between robustness to situational surprise and extensibility to fundamental surprise
[70]. Network adaptability must also manage tradeoffs between the fast recovery of existing systems and slowing recovery to
redesign systems and “bounce back better.”
Similar to extensibility, a network might not exhibit resilience as adaptability in at least two ways: (1) not being able to
manage short-term tradeoffs for maintaining, restoring, and extending system structure and function, and (2) not being able to
manage long-term tradeoffs to balance these adaptive capacities into the future. Woods [220] describes at least five challenges
that an adaptable system should be able to manage over its intended life:
• challenges to network model boundary conditions as surprises continue to reoccur;
• challenges to assumptions about network conditions and contexts of use;
• challenges to network adaptability that lead to resource shortfalls and necessary operator compensation to fill the breach;
• challenges to network robustness and extensibility, where the factors that produce or erode both forms of resilience will
change; and,
• challenges to network definition that question the purpose of the system itself, requiring the system to readjust its
relationships with respect to interdependent and interacting systems.
Similar to extensibility, sustained adaptability has received less focus from the Networks community. Miller-Hooks [148]
studies an algorithm to provide an adaptive route to a destination in a network with stochastic travel times and congestion
based on the arrival time at a particular node. Nemeth and Retvari [154] study an adaptive routing algorithm to control the
rate at which traffic is sent along paths. Silva et al. [200] consider a robust network design where the first stage determines
potential routing schemes and the second stage selects which one to implement. In general, the Networks community tends to
focus on adaptation in terms of routing in networks. Essentially no studies exist that address the tradeoffs between robustness,
rebound, and extensibility and/or address the challenges laid out by Woods [220]. Still, several key network concepts and network
optimization methods provide avenues for advancing research on how to maximize adaptive capacity to an uncertain future.
6.1 Network adaptability in optimization models
A key element of network optimization models that influences sustained adaptability and deserves more research is network
architecture. Network resilience as adaptability suggests that there is internal and external architecture that enables survival of
system function over long time-scales. Here, architecture is used broadly to refer to the elements that comprise a networked
system, including the structure of the system, the rules that govern network operations, the available decisions and decision
variables, as well as the objectives that dictate system function and model results. Thus, architecture is more than just the con-
nectivity pattern of a network, and it ultimately “must facilitate system-level functionality as well as robustness and evolvability
to uncertainty and change in components, function, and environment” [3].
The Internet is one example of a complex networked system whose architecture has received considerable study, both from
a historical perspective [58] and a modern theoretical framework [166]. The layered transmission control protocol (TCP/IP)
protocol stack, in particular, has received considerable attention from a network optimization perspective. At the transmission
layer, the combination of the TCP running in the end hosts at the network periphery and active queue management running in
routers within the network interior is now understood to be solving a decentralized primal-dual algorithm for network resource
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allocation [139]. Moreover, the separation and interaction of functionality across protocol layers can further be understood as a
form of optimization decomposition [55]. Collectively, this enhanced view has enabled rigorous proofs of the global efficiency,
dynamics, and stability of these networking protocols, and has generated new ideas for creating robustness and adaptability
in design. Similar notions of architecture are prevalent in the study of biology, where the highly-evolved design of natural
systems display a remarkably parallel organization for managing tradeoffs [60,67], for example, signaling mechanisms in bio-
logical organisms (e.g., neural networks) [60,68]. Similar ideas can also be found in rules for command and control systems in
large-scale organizations like the military [71]. Important questions for the Networks community are: What are the architec-
tures of systems that produce adaptive networks in the future? What are the design principles to create an adaptive network?,
and How can one ensure adaptive network design in the long-term?
Advances in identifying adaptive network architectures may be possible with existing scenario analysis for network design.
For example, it is possible to formulate separate optimization problems for the same network that consider robustness to
well-modeled stressors, rebound after stressful events, and extensibility to adjust operational boundaries. Subjecting these sys-
tems to projected long-term scenarios (via forecasting or backcasting) provides one way to compare the effectiveness of one
form of resilience over another. Results of this comparison may reveal that a given network architecture is better off focusing
on robustness, rebound, or extensibility in the near term.
Multi-objective programs and novel network optimization methods like multistage stochastic programming also support the
development of new models and tools for network adaptability. Optimization models that can incorporate objectives that con-
sider robustness, rebound, and extensibility together may provide further insight on network architecture and resilience tradeoffs.
Since network adaptability deals with uncertain future scenarios, network optimization methods like multistage stochastic pro-
gramming lend themselves to adaptability questions with known or assumed probabilities for future events. However, sustained
adaptability also deals with optimization over uncertainty sets we cannot characterize a priori. Moreover, the design criteria and
objectives required to ensure robustness, rebound, or extensibility may not be evident, or, more likely, will conflict. This sug-
gests that multi-objective, online, robust, and/or stochastic approaches will be necessary, but potentially untenable for a normal
network life-cycle. Advances in methods that relate different perspectives on resilience and/or consider uncertainty sets into the
far future would support models that reveal adaptive network architectures.
6.2 Using optimization models to analyze network adaptability
Scenario-based analysis and multi-objective or multistage stochastic programs may reveal network architecture that is resilient
over long time-scales. However, there are open issues that inhibit the implementation of these methods to generate resilient
architectures.
6.2.1 Defining objectives to resolve network adaptability problems
To compare scenarios, one first requires a means to balance different forms of adaptive capacity. There is limited work within
the resilience research community to draw on that provides a mathematical and computational basis to formulate an objective
that balances simultaneous needs for robustness, rebound, and extensibility. Recent advances in theory propose the notion of
net adaptive value as a goal for adaptability in the long term [221]. Net adaptive value draws on biological and neurological
literature where adaptive value refers to advantage in fitness gained when an organism adapts to its environment [40]. A model
objective centered on net adaptive value would seek to maximize adaptive value over the lifespan or multiple epochs that a
network may exist. Still, besides neurological and biological research showing the existence of adaptive value tradeoffs, there is
essentially no work organizing these tradeoffs in networked systems. Moreover, there is even less work framing these tradeoffs
through the lens of robustness, rebound, and extensibility. Research is needed to determine how to formulate objectives that
capture the goals of sustained adaptability.
An equally difficult problem to formulating a proper objective function is defining the planning horizon for network adapt-
ability models. The need to sustain adaptability implies that net adaptive value must be maximized in the long term through a
particular mix of robustness, rebound, and extensibility. However, the short-term effects of stressors means adaptability may
only be realized in the short term. What defines long- and short-term analyses is poorly understood for many network optimiza-
tion problems. Generally, many real-world networks have particular time frames for which they are designed, for example, civil
infrastructure designed for a 30 to 60-year operational life, or established planning horizons, for example, 10 years for the elec-
tric power industry. However, these time horizons for analysis may be inappropriate as infrastructure is recommissioned and/or
used well beyond its intended operational life. Tradeoffs among resilience capacities may reveal that maximizing net adaptive
value for one time horizon (e.g., 30 years) may be very sensitive to minor changes (e.g., 31 years). Importantly, the combina-
tion of network resilience capacities for one time horizon may be prone to failure in another by increasing network fragility,
overemphasizing fast recovery of outdated systems, and promoting decompensation.
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6.2.2 Knowing if, when, and how to switch from one form of resilience to another
Confounding the analysis of sustained adaptability is the fact that short-term stressful events do change systems in ways that will
impact long-term tradeoffs. While robustness, rebound, and extensibility achieve resilience in different ways, the effectiveness
of one approach influences the effectiveness of another. For example, consider a network that seeks to meet the demands within
it during “normal” operations. This situation implicitly assumes that the network has the capacity to meet its demands and is,
therefore, seeking to minimize costs under a set of constraints (e.g., flow-balance and arc capacity constraints). If a disruptive
event causes damage to supply nodes and/or arcs within the network, it may no longer be possible for the network to meet all
demand. Therefore, the objective of the network may then switch to meeting as much demand as possible after the disruptive
event which could be modeled as a maximum flow problem. After such an event, we may seek to make decisions to restore
disrupted flow within the network until all demand can then be met. At this point, we may then switch and seek to make
restoration decisions to reduce the cost of meeting demand.
Determining how this switching occurs can influence recommendations for sustained adaptability. In some cases, it is not
necessary for the underlying model of network operations to change to consider different aspects of resilience. For example, a
transportation network may have steady-state O-D pairs and the model for normal operations may be to understand the average
travel times within the network. If a hurricane (or other forecastable event) were to impact the area of this network, then the
O-D pairs may now reflect those of an emergency evacuation but we would still be interested in knowing the travel times within
the network. In this case, the input into the network model would need to be switched between normal and stressful operations.
Similarly, choice of input parameters and model objectives may need to switch to assess robustness, rebound, and extensibility.
Because robustness, rebound, and extensibility all deal with travel times, it is feasible to imagine that the underlying model
would not need to change to determine adaptability tradeoffs between aspects of resilience.
However, in other cases the model framing may need to change to switch between approaches to resilience. Here, switching
is not simply altering a model input or objective, it relates to a network operator’s ability to reflect on current situations and
improvise new ways to respond to stressors. Thus, an important aspect of sustained adaptability is how network operators and
model developers influence the switching process. Assessing this process requires a better understanding of how the people
embedded in networked systems respond and adapt to stress. Knowing if, when, and how to switch from one form of resilience
to another is confounded by not just the output of multiple conflicting models, but by the ways people use and develop them in
improvised ways.
7 NETWORK OPTIMIZATION AND RESILIENCE, REVISITED
The development and application of network optimization models and algorithms can provide a critical perspective on the
resilience of systems. In practice, the resilience of real-world networks depends on both the construction and analysis of the
optimization model itself and how decision makers interact with it [72]. Within the Networks research community, we identify
three practical ways network optimization advances knowledge of resilience: (1) building aspects of resilience into a network
optimization model; (2) using network optimization models to study the resilience of a system; and (3) adaptation by users of
optimization models for resilience. This is a progression that moves from a focus on the model, to the use of the model, to the
user of the model.
Building aspects of resilience into an optimization model: The explicit output(s) from solving an optimization model can
inform assessments of network resilience. Here, the optimization model itself must be structured to answer a specific resilience
question. Often this requires one to consider network disruptions, measures of network performance, operational constraints,
and desired resilience capabilities and capacities. Questions relevant to the development of an optimization model capable of
improving network resilience include:
a. What are potential events or disruptions that stress the network?
b. What are the physics or dynamics governing network performance? How will network performance be measured before,
during, and/or after an event?
c. What decisions are available to adapt the network before, during, and/or after an event?
d. What constrains these decisions to adapt?
e. What are the resilience objectives for the network? What criteria define optimality?
This last question is of particular importance because many researchers working in the area of resilience engineering use
the term “optimization” as a synonym with the drive for “faster, better, and cheaper” solutions to operational problems that
often lead to brittle systems. Just as we are deliberate in pointing out to optimization researchers that resilience is more than just
robustness or rebound, we also want to make the point that the use of optimization models does not necessarily imply a drive
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for efficiency. It is possible to make some measure of resilience the explicit objective of an optimization model, or to use the
optimization model in novel ways.
Using optimization models to analyze aspects of resilience: The innovative use of optimization models and/or the analysis of
model output(s) can provide further insight on how to improve network resilience. Here, the focus is not on model formulation,
but rather insight gained from using established models to answer what-if questions by including new input data represent-
ing new scenarios, changes in constraints, or changes in objectives. Questions relevant for the selection and use of existing
optimization models for improving network resilience include:
a. How would network resilience be informed by parametric analysis and what-if scenarios?
b. What are the appropriate use cases for the optimization model? What are their limitations?
It is important to note that one can use optimization models that do not have an aspect of resilience built into them to
analyze aspects of resilience. For example, one could enumerate all possible stressful events (let i index the stressful event and
Gi represent the resulting network) and solve for f (Gi) for each one of them to understand the potential impacts of the stressful
event. This simply would require using the network optimization problem that captures f (Gi). As another example, one could
solve an interdiction problem to understand the worst-case scenario in terms of the performance of the network across a set of
potential disruptions. In both these examples, we are using optimization models to quantify or improve an aspect of resilience.
Adaptation by users of optimization models to provide resilience: Because optimization models are ultimately meant to
inform real network operations, the ease with which decision makers implement, update, or abandon models further influences
how optimization can improve network resilience. A major theme of the resilience engineering literature over the last 20 years is
that the humans embedded in networked systems (not models or algorithms) are primary enablers of resilience. This is possible
because humans can reframe a problem in the presence of surprise and update or abandon a model when it becomes inappropriate
for the problem at hand [72,110,111,218,219]. Thus, how well a model enables its “user” to adapt the decision making process
is equally as important as the model formulation and parametric analysis. Questions relevant to the use of optimization models
in this context include:
a. How do model users know what aspect of network resilience the model output(s) and/or analysis is meant to improve?
b. How does the user interact with model output(s) and/or analysis to respond to network events or disruptions?
c. How does the user know the appropriate real-world context for the model output(s) and/or analysis? How does the user
recognize an inappropriate use of model output(s) and/or analysis?
d. How can the user know when to ignore, switch, change, modify, or abandon model output(s) and/or analysis for one more
appropriate to the current context?
e. How easy it is to implement, or change, or abandon the model, and what are the implications for the underlying decision
processes? What recourse is available when the model becomes stale?
The ultimate goal is to make optimization models accessible, usable, and adaptable in a variety of different contexts, pro-
cesses, and systems. For a detailed discussion of the way optimization modelers and users can adapt in the presence of surprise,
see Eisenberg et al. [72].
The Networks community has established the importance of its work in a variety of contexts, processes, and systems
surrounding resilience. To highlight this importance, we provide a retrospective analysis of the references in this paper in
Section 7.1. We then look to the future in Section 7.2 by discussing how, in our opinion, the Networks community can expand
its impact in resilience by tackling problems related to extensibility and adaptability.
7.1 A retrospective view: impact of the Networks community on resilience concepts
In this section, we analyze the impact that the Networks community has had with respect to resilience. This impact can be seen
by where papers citing the discussed references in this paper are being published. Therefore, we analyze the types of subject
categories from the Web of Science (WoS) (originally produced by the Institute for Scientific Information) where these citations
appear. We do so for all papers referenced in Section 3, Section 4, and those referenced published in Networks.
In each of these three areas, each citing article counts once (i.e., it is not weighted by the number of papers it cites from the
area) in the total counts for a particular journal it appears in. However, note that the journal it is published in may appear in
multiple categories, so the count for the journal would be added to each subject category. We will point out that these subject
category classifications may not be perfect but given the prevalence of WoS are sufficient for purposes of this analysis. The
data for citations was collected on May 15, 2020. Our analysis examines a total of 133 referenced articles for the analysis of
Section 3 yielding 4783 citing articles, 42 referenced articles for the analysis of Section 4 yielding 1508 citing articles, and 53
referenced articles for the Networks analysis yielding 742 citing articles.
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TABLE 1 The top 20 categories citing papers from Section 3, that is, resilience as
robustness
Rank Discipline Count
1 Operations Research & Management Science 1482
2 Engineering, Electrical & Electronic 847
3 Engineering, Civil 576
4 Engineering, Industrial 560
5 Management 465
6 Computer Science, Interdisciplinary Applications 353
7 Transportation Science & Technology 333
8 Computer Science, Information Systems 282
9 Mathematics, Applied 273
10 Computer Science, Theory & Methods 256
11 Energy & Fuels 255
12 Transportation 238
13 Telecommunications 221
14 Water Resources 198
15 Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence 193
16 Engineering, Multidisciplinary 191
17 Computer Science, Hardware & Architecture 182
18 Economics 176
19 Environmental Sciences 160
20 Environmental Studies 159
TABLE 2 The top 20 categories citing papers from Section 4, that is, resilience as
rebound
Rank Discipline Count
1 Operations Research & Management Science 257
2 Engineering, Electrical & Electronic 221
3 Engineering, Civil 217
4 (tied) Computer Science, Information Systems 163
4 (tied) Engineering, Industrial 163
6 Transportation Science & Technology 127
7 Computer Science, Theory & Methods 117
8 Computer Science, Interdisciplinary Applications 101
9 Engineering, Multidisciplinary 99
10 Transportation 96
11 Telecommunications 88
12 Water Resources 86
13 Environmental Sciences 81
14 Geosciences, Multidisciplinary 79
15 Energy & Fuels 72
16 Meteorology & Atmospheric Sciences 72
17 (tied) Green & Sustainable Science & Technology 65
17 (tied) Physics, Multidisciplinary 65
19 Environmental Studies 64
20 Multidisciplinary Sciences 60
Tables 1 to 3 provide the top 20 categories of citations for references in Section 3, Section 4, and in papers published in
Networks referenced in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In the remainder of this analysis, we refer to these areas as robustness,
rebound, and Networks. Table 4 provides a comparative summary of each category that appears in the top 20 for at least one of
robustness, rebound, and Networks and provides the ranking of each category across these areas.
As expected, Operations Research & Management Science is the highest ranking category in all three tables. Electrical
& Electronic Engineering is also highly ranked (second, second, third) across robustness, rebound, and Networks. This indi-
cates that the work done by the Networks community is impacting research into power grid resilience. The categories of Civil
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TABLE 3 The top 20 categories citing papers from Networks
Rank Discipline Count
1 Operations Research & Management Science 359
2 Mathematics, Applied 108
3 Engineering, Electrical & Electronic 107
4 Computer Science, Hardware & Architecture 103
5 Computer Science, Interdisciplinary Applications 88
6 Computer Science, Theory & Methods 84
7 Management 83
8 Engineering, Industrial 77
9 Telecommunications 66
10 Computer Science, Information Systems 57
11 Transportation Science & Technology 45
12 Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence 44
13 Computer Science, Software Engineering 32
14 Transportation 29
15 (tied) Economics 27
15 (tied) Engineering, Civil 27
17 Automation & Control Systems 20
18 Engineering, Multidisciplinary 15
19 Mathematics, Interdisciplinary Applications 11
20 (tied) Geography 10
20 (tied) Mathematics 10
Engineering, Transportation, and Transportation Science & Technology also all appear in the top 20 for robustness, rebound,
and Networks indicating that the Networks community is impacting research into resilience of civil infrastructure, especially
transportation systems. Telecommunications appears in the top 20 for all three areas and in the top 10 for Networks, which is
to be expected given the number of special issues published by Networks on resilient telecommunications systems. Industrial
Engineering appears in the top 10 for all three areas and Management appears in the top 10 for robustness and Networks. This
demonstrates the impact of these areas on supply chain and business resilience. The data also show the reach of the Networks
community in a broad range of non-traditional categories including Environmental Sciences, Green & Sustainable Science &
Technology, Water Resources, and Multidisciplinary Sciences. When examining these categories, we observe impacts in wildlife
conservation research, hazard risk and mitigation modeling, electric vehicles, urban water design, and renewable energy.
In terms of examining the uniqueness of Networks for these categories, Applied Mathematics ranks second in Table 3 and
other mathematical categories appear in the top 20. There are also six different categories associated with Computer Science
that appear in the Networks top 20. Note that the high ranking of Computer Science, Hardware & Architecture in Table 3 comes
from Networks own classification in this category. The appearance of the mathematical and computer science categories speaks
to the reputation of Networks across these areas. It is also interesting to observe that there is much more overlap in the top 20
of Networks and robustness than Networks and rebound. We believe this comes from the fact that robustness has more research
to date and that Networks has established its presence in the communities that are applying optimization to study robustness of
their physical systems.
It is clear from comparing Table 1 with Table 2 that resilience as robustness has significantly more research surrounding it
to date. This fact arises because optimization approaches for resilience as rebound is a relatively recent development: with the
exception of a reference helping to introduce the concept of interdependencies, the earliest referenced paper in Section 4 is in
2010 [142]. No papers referenced in Section 4 appeared in 2011 and only three papers in 2012 [18,20,159]. Figure 1 analyzes
the trend in citations for robustness and rebound. In both cases, rapid growth in the number of citations occurred starting in
2013. In particular, robustness citations grew from 208 in 2013 to 771 in 2019 and rebound citations from 56 to 281. Part of this
growth is a function of the number of papers analyzed. In Figure 2, we normalize the data by presenting the number of citations
in year divided by the total number of papers published before or during year t (i.e., the cumulative number of papers published)
which all could have contributed to the citations for that year. With this metric, we observe a spike for rebound in 2009 which
corresponds to the emergence of the field as a small number of papers led to the growth of many future papers. The trend for
rebound appears to level out to an impact value consistent with robustness. Furthermore, in terms of overall comparison, there
are 133 referenced articles for robustness and 4783 citing articles, for a ratio of citing articles to references of 35.96. This is
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TABLE 4 Comparative analysis of ranks within the top 20 of categories across areas (— indicates not
ranked in top 20) ordered by Networks rank
Category Networks Robustness Rebound
Operations Research & Management Science 1 1 1
Mathematics, Applied 2 9 —
Engineering, Electrical & Electronic 3 2 2
Computer Science, Hardware & Architecture 4 17 —
Computer Science, Interdisciplinary Applications 5 6 8
Computer Science, Theory & Methods 6 10 7
Management 7 5 —
Engineering, Industrial 8 4 4 (tied)
Telecommunications 9 13 11
Computer Science, Information Systems 10 8 4 (tied)
Transportation Science & Technology 11 7 6
Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence 12 15 —
Computer Science, Software Engineering 13 — —
Transportation 14 12 10
Economics 15 (tied) 18 —
Engineering, Civil 15 (tied) 3 3
Automation & Control Systems 17 — —
Engineering, Multidisciplinary 18 16 9
Mathematics, Interdisciplinary Applications 19 — —
Geography 20 (tied) — —
Mathematics 20 (tied) — —
Environmental Studies — 20 19
Environmental Sciences — 19 13
Multidisciplinary Sciences — — 20
Energy & Fuels — 11 15
Geosciences, Multidisciplinary — — 14
Green & Sustainable Science & Technology — — 17 (tied)
Physics, Multidisciplinary — — 17 (tied)
Meteorology & Atmospheric Sciences — — 16
Water Resources — 14 12


















FIGURE 1 The ratio of the number of citations over time and cumulative number of papers published in an area for papers from Sections 3 and 4 [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
compared to 42 referenced articles for rebound and 1508 citing articles, for a ratio of 35.90. Therefore, the normalized impact
of the papers produced by the network optimization community influencing robustness and rebound is almost identical.
Figure 3 presents a similar analysis for the Networks references. Although impressive growth still occurred from 36 citations
in 2013 to 83 citations in 2019, there is room for the journal to be part of a larger dialogue on resilience. We now transition to
a prospective view on how we believe this may be accomplished.
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FIGURE 2 Number of citations over time for papers from Sections 3 and 4 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
















FIGURE 3 Number of citations over time for papers from Networks [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
7.2 A prospective view: resilience concepts that require greater consideration by the Networks
community
Robustness and rebound are two resilience concepts that are most commonly studied by the Networks community, but they do
not capture all aspects of network resilience. Robustness and rebound are important because they characterize how systems
perform immediately before or after a stressful event. However, they tend to focus only on what happened as opposed to what
was done. That is, robustness and rebound optimization problems focus on resilient outcomes, such as limiting impacts to current
operations or speeding up recovery, but do not provide knowledge about the processes that are present to govern such behavior.
Understanding the processes that govern resilience in addition to measuring resilient outcomes is important because there is
a longstanding opinion in the resilience research community, that, “resilience is not just about what you have, it’s what you
do” [72].
Extensibility and sustained adaptability focus attention on the processes that govern how well a network will adapt to current
and future stress. Extensibility and adaptability focus on managing interconnected resources as systems change or as the effects
of a stressful event are materializing. The goal of extensibility and sustained adaptability is to maximize the adaptive capacity of
a network, which differs from robustness and rebound approaches to minimize the negative impacts of stress. Thus, extensibility
and adaptability are more about the process and are concepts that focus less on outcomes and more on capabilities (sometimes
referred to as capacity to maneuver [221]).
Resilience processes that underlie extensibility and sustained adaptability have been defined in a number of ways across
the literature [170,177], but generally refer to four interrelated activities that enable adaptive capacity. For example, Boyd [39]
introduced the observe-orient-decide-act loop to characterize the ability of a pilot to gain advantage in combat by adapting
faster than an adversary [161]. Hollnagel [109] re-characterizes these processes as monitoring-responding-learning-anticipating
to emphasize the need for learning new ways to anticipate future events. Park et al. [168] operationalize these processes for
networked systems using the terms sensing-anticipating-adapting-learning. Seager et al. [192], Eisenberg et al. [71], and Thomas
et al. [209] advance these perspectives with greater definition and integration:
• Observing/orienting/monitoring/sensing: the process of acquiring, apprehending, or accessing information about network
operational states and conditions;
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• Deciding/anticipating: the process of using existing or new models to interpret sensed information and decide a course
of action;
• Acting/responding/adapting: the process of taking actions to change network structure or function in response to stress;
and
• Learning: the process of updating and revising sensing, anticipating, and adapting processes to changing conditions.
These processes are not traditionally considered by the Networks community. However, they could be. Solving optimiza-
tion problems for robustness and rebound that overlook these processes cannot provide new knowledge or decision support to
improve extensibility or sustain adaptability. Importantly, a focus on resilience processes emphasizes the role of the individuals
who create and use network optimization models to adapt in addition to the models themselves. For example, significant research
shows that there are tradeoffs between perspectives on resilience, such as increasing robustness to particular stressors produces
brittle networks that lack adaptive capacity [49,69]. How model developers and users interpret and implement these resilience
goals provides information about resilience processes. Many of the modeling techniques used by the Networks community could
be applied to these concepts. In Section 8, we articulate several opportunities for contributions.
8 IN SEARCH OF NETWORK RESILIENCE: A RESEARCH AGENDA FOR
THE NETWORKS COMMUNITY
Advances in network optimization championed by the journal Networks over the last 50 years coincide with similar efforts
to understand and apply concepts of resilience. The journal has helped establish a vibrant community of researchers that has
made significant contributions to the resilience literature. In particular, the Networks community has created and analyzed
many network optimization problems that help address aspects of resilience. At the same time, advances made by the resilience
community over its 50 years inform the themes that the Networks community should be building into our optimization problems
in the future.
There is no single agreed upon definition of resilience, but several aspects of resilient systems inform network optimization
research. There are at least four ways networks demonstrate resilience: robustness, rebound, extensibility, and adaptability.
Network robustness and rebound emphasize desired resilience outcomes for networked systems via limiting the impacts of
stressful events and speeding up recovery from losses. Network extensibility and adaptability emphasize improving resilience
processes to maximize adaptive capacity to unforeseen stressors and uncertain futures. Together, resilience is not just about the
network itself (i.e., what you have) but what decision makers do in response to a stressful event. These fundamental differences
between robustness, rebound, extensibility, and adaptability emphasize that there is no “uber model” that offers support for
all aspects of resilience simultaneously. They also emphasize that it does not make sense to “optimize resilience”—we can
optimize an aspect of resilience or analyze tradeoffs between aspects within the models and analysis conducted by the Networks
community, but not all aspects simultaneously.
Network optimization models can be used to address each of the four concepts of resilience. To date, the literature produced
by the Networks community has been dominated by work addressing robustness and rebound. The research agenda for our
community going forward should seek to address key challenges that will enable continued contributions to robustness and
rebound and new contributions to extensibility and adaptability. These challenges include:
• Capturing the boundary of network operations: A focus on the level of network performance (e.g., current maximum
flow) does not provide an understanding of how hard the network is working to deliver that performance. Moreover, the
boundaries embedded in network models that define model feasibility are not often the “true” boundaries on network
operations. An understanding of how close the network is to its “true” boundary where performance degrades and the
system will fail is necessary to study its extensibility. An improved understanding of boundary could also provide an
alternative understanding of robustness. Knowing how hard the network is working to operate provides a new reference
point to measure the impacts of stressful events. Furthermore, by understanding the boundary, we can capture where
rebound activities are essential to restore network performance.
• Methods to better handle “unknown” uncertainty that surprise parameters, decisions, and constraints: Methods
to model or handle uncertainty are critical when characterizing the surprise from stressful events. Research can be under-
taken to examine rebound from events where there is uncertain information about the impact of the stressful event. A
critical future research direction for the Networks community is on modeling uncertainty with regard to the types of deci-
sions and constraints that arise after situational and fundamental surprises. While classic methods to handle decision
making under uncertainty (e.g., stochastic programming, robust optimization, or online optimization) can handle param-
eter uncertainty, it is less clear how to model uncertainty when it impacts the types of decisions that can be implemented.
If research is conducted in this area, it will help to address how networks handle fundamental surprise.
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• Revealing the implications of network architecture: Despite the importance of architecture in networks, like the inter-
net, there is limited work within the network optimization community studying the implications of architecture on
resilience. Important research directions should include an understanding of how architecture optimized for one aspect
of resilience influences another. For example, how do interpretations of fast recovery or extensibility change for robust
or brittle networks? Similar questions can be asked of networks optimized for rebound and extensibility.
• Problems balancing tradeoffs among multiple aspects of resilience: Research has begun to incorporate multiple
aspects of resilience into the same problem; for example, we can examine network robustness by measuring rebound
after stressful events. There are many important directions in this area since network adaptability must be sustained in
the short- and long-term. Identifying and managing the tradeoffs between robustness, rebound, and extensibility is essen-
tial for adaptability. Another important direction is on problems that examine the tradeoff between immediate rebound
and implementing recovery decisions that improve robustness and/or extensibility for future stressful events, thereby
embodying sustained adaptability.
• Models and/or methods that enable improvisation: Models that capture a network’s ability to improvise its operations
based on the current state of the world would help to address aspects related to extensibility and adaptability. Methods
that enable network operators and modelers to improvise new, reformulated, optimization models would also overcome
issues with fundamental surprise. Future research directions should seemlessly inform network operators to implement
improvised decisions while modelers reformulate and validate new models directly related to fundamental surprise.
• Methods for model switching: The types of optimization problems that impact an aspect of resilience are part of the
toolbox available to network operators. Methods that can formalize when an operator can and should switch the problem
being applied to resilience is valuable in practice. This process of switching also has implications for long-term network
adaptability. An important area of research is examining the current state of network optimization models and their use to
determine whether these models are fit for purpose. Determining if, when, and how to switch models will help establish
how to best employ the current toolbox of resilience methods. Furthermore, research should examine how to determine
when parts of the toolbox fit or if, instead, new optimization problems, models, and methods should be developed.
Ultimately, the use of network optimization to address these challenges must remain pragmatic because resilience is not just
about the model. Future work must frame the importance of new models and methods alongside the modelers and the operators
who will use them. All will have to work together to achieve resilience in the presence of future stress.
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